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TRD Status 

 Calibration

 Reconstruction: cluster error parameterization

 Open Savannah entries

 Coverity

 Updates and results for Pb+Pb



Calibration

 Pass0 (Raphaelle)

 Gain factors, Vd, t0

 Running together with TPC

 Higher statistics (30%), compared to previous offline (pass1)

 Good agreement of gain factors to offline (pass1)

 Pb+Pb calibration needed update of reco param (savannah entry 

#75236) to provide ESD friends

 Pass1 (Julian)

 Further improvements of gain, Vd, t0 (TPC calibration available)

 Scripts ready and tested on GRID, merging works

 Some remaining technical problems (seg faults)



Calibration

 Bug in the pad-by-pad Krypton calibration object fixed (Raffaele)

 Was mistakenly not applied from July on (entry #72454)

 Now fixed

 Effect visible in deposited charge spectrum for electrons:             

tails at low charges disappear 



Electron PID Performance (p+p)

p = 2 GeV/c

electronspions

tracks with 6 TRD tracklets



Calibration

 Update of calibration code for pass0 and pass1 (Raphaelle)

 Reads directly version/subversion of existing calibration objects

 Decalibration of cluster properties before next iteration

 Take into account the correlation between Vd and dE/dx 

 Calculate new and improved calibration constants (gain, Vd, t0)

 Avoid mixing of data from different runs 



Calibration

 Recalibration of  

LHC10b,c,d  with updated 

procedures (Weilin)

 Smoother behaviour of Vd

 Different HV settings 

clearly observable

 Many jumps can be 

related to swap of the 

H2O purifier  

before:

after:



Reconstruction

 Cluster error parameterization 

(Alexandru)

 Complicated situation due to 

tilted pads, Lorentz angle, 

pad response, ...

 Based on measured data

 Check for MC

 Ongoing work

 Better understanding of 

position resolution 

 Update of alignment

 TPC-TRD matching



Savannah: Open Entries

 #65935: TRD Offline Calibration - joining the train

 Discussion moved to entry: #68230

 Pass0 is ready for TRD for p+p

 For Pb+Pb an update of recoParams is needed (see entry #75236)

 Entry now closed

 #66092: Remove gstpar calls and put parameters in galice.cuts

 galice.cuts need extension to include also STRA

 Awaiting interfacing of STRA parameters to GEANT4 (Ivana)

 PAI model used for TRD energy loss simulation

 To be followed up



Savannah: Open Entries

 #66144: Very large memory allocation in 

AliTRDQADataMakerRec::InitRecPoints()

 Allocates 27MB

 Right now needed for chamber-by-chamber analysis

 Can be moved to sector-by-sector analysis, if needed.

 Is it needed? Or could it be closed?

 #66145: Very large memory allocation in TRD

 Original plan based on schema evolution did not work out

 Smaller object introduced (Frederick): AliTRDCalDCSFEEv2 

 Memory reduction ~ 40% (29MB → 11MB)

 Ready to be submitted  



Savannah: Open Entries

 #68107: Steep efficiency drop for SA tracker after rev 41167

 Needs final error parameterization to be finalized

 Ongoing work (Alexandru)

 #71310: Macro for Pass1 with TRD calibration

 Final tests being done (Julian)

 #75236: Request for porting new TRD Reco Params to the raw 

OCDB

 Writing of friends, needed for pass0 calibration of Pb+Pb

 Done and entry has been closed yesterday



Coverity Defects + Project Planner

 Fixed essentially all reported defects in TRD

 Several memory leaks removed

 Overwritten memory

 Many protections added (undefined pointers)

 ...

 Remaining defects (5)

 Could not be fixed (e.g. TMath::Sort())

 Obsolete classes (will be removed soon)

 I/O (e.g. sscanf(), cout)

 Tasks 

 Implementation of full/survey misalignment without overlaps



Changes for Pb+Pb

 Simulation

 Reduce CPU consumption in TRD digitization

 Changes in AliTRDarrayDictionary and AliTRDarrayADC (Hermes)

 Reconstruction

 Memory leaks removed (Alexandru) 

old figure, to be checked again



Pb+Pb Data: AliEve Event Display

pt > 0.5 GeV/c, |η| < 0.9 pt > 0.5 GeV/c, |η| < 0.1



Pb+Pb Data: DQM Plots



Pb+Pb Data: Offline QA

PWG1 QA (Markus, Ionut)




